Abstract. This paper presents a system for classifying facial expressions based on a data fusion process relying on the Belief Theory (BeT). Four expressions are considered: joy, surprise, disgust as well as neutral. The proposed system is able to take into account intrinsic doubt about emotion in the recognition process and to handle the fact that each person has his/her own maximal intensity of displaying a particular facial expression. To demonstrate the suitability of our approach for facial expression classification, we compare it with two other standard approaches: the Bayesian Theory (BaT) and the Hidden Markov Models (HMM). The three classification systems use characteristic distances measuring the deformations of facial skeletons. These skeletons result from a contour segmentation of facial permanent features (mouth, eyes and eyebrows). The performances of the classification systems are tested on the Hammal-Caplier database [1] and it is shown that the BeT classifier outperforms both the BaT and HMM classifiers for the considered application.
Introduction
The human-machine interface (HMI) is definitively evolving to an intelligent multi-modal interface, combining various human communication modes. Among others, facial expression is a very efficient mean for human beings to communicate their intention.
In this work, we propose a rule-based system for automatically classifying facial expressions. This system relies on the Belief Theory (BeT). Like other methods [2, 3, 4] , our approach is based on facial deformation features (eyes, eyebrows and mouth). It allows to deal with uncertain data and recognize facial expressions in the presence of intrinsic doubt. Clearly, humans do not behave in a binary way: they do not produce pure expressions but rather combinations of them. Our system is able to identify either pure expressions as well as mixed ones. In order to demonstrate the efficiency of BeT system for the purpose of facial expression recognition, its performances are compared with those of more classical approaches, namely Bayesian Theory (BaT) and the Hidden Markov Models (HMMs).
Section 2 presents how video data are preliminary processed in order to recognize facial expression. In section 3 we describe the Belief Theory classifier, in section 4 the Bayesian classifier and in section 5 the HMM classifier. Section 6 describes the video database used in this work and presents a comparison between the performances of the three classifiers.
In this section, we describe how a video sequence of face images is analysed for recognition of facial expressions. First, the contours of facial features are automatically extracted in every frame using the algorithms described in [5, 6] (Fig. 1.a) .
Next, five characteristic distances are defined and estimated ( Fig. 1.b) : eye opening (D 1 ), distance between the inner corner of the eye and the corresponding corner of the eyebrow (D 2 ), mouth opening width (D 3 ), mouth opening height (D 4 ), distance between a mouth corner and the outer corner of the corresponding eye. These distances form together a characteristic vector associated to each facial expression and can be used for modeling and recognizing facial expressions.
The BeT recognition process involving all the distances D i yields to a classification of every frame in the video sequence in terms of a single expression or a mixture of expressions. A state of doubt between two expressions can appear. In order to cope with it, a post processing based on the analysis of transient wrinkles in the nasal root and based on the analysis of the mouth shape is added.
The presence or absence of wrinkles in the nasal root ( Fig. 2.a) is detected by using a Canny edge detector. If there is about twice more edges points in the nasal root of the current frame than in the nasal root of a frame with the neutral expression, the presence of transient wrinkles is validated, and discarded otherwise. The mouth shape is also used (Fig. 2.b, 2 .c). According to the expression, the ratio between length and width of the mouth is larger or smaller than its corresponding value for the neutral expression.
Classification by the Belief Theory

Definition of the Symbolic States
As shown from our expertise database [1], every characteristic distance D i can be higher, lower or roughly equal to its value D i,neutral defined for the neutral expression, whatever the actual face expression. This comes naturally to the definition of three symbolic states:
-the neutral state S if D i is close to D i,neutral . Hence, one can identify the symbolic state of every characteristic distance for a given face image and analyse its time evolution along a video sequence. Fig. 3 presents the evolution of D 2 (distance between the interior corner of the eye and the interior corner of the eyebrow) and D 5 (distance between one mouth corner and the external corner of the corresponding eye) for several persons and for a given expression. In each case, the video sequence starts with a neutral expression, goes towards the actual expression and returns to the neutral expression. Clearly, we observe similar time evolutions of the characteristic distance, thereof the corresponding symbolic state, whatever the subject. This observation also holds for the other characteristic distances and facial expressions. 
The Belief Theory
Originally introduced by Dempster and Shafer and revisited by Smets [7] , the Belief Theory (BeT)
can be seen as a generalization of the probability theory. It requires the definition of a set Ω ={E 1, E 2 ,…,E N } of N exclusive and exhaustive assumptions. We also consider the power set 2 
Modelling Process
The modelling process aims at computing the state of every distance D i and at associating a piece of evidence. Let define the basic belief assignment (BBA) Di m as: A numerical/symbolic conversion is carried out, which associates to each value of Di one of the symbols of ' 
2
Ω . To carry out this conversion, we defined a model for each distance using the states of 
Recognition Process
Analysis. The analysis of the states for the five distances associated to each of the four expressions (joy, surprise, disgust and neutral) allows us to exhibit for each expression a specific combination of these states. 
Combination and Decision.
We have several sources of information ,namely the distances D i , to which we associate PEs. Our goal is to obtain a PE which takes into account all the available information. The BBA is obtained using the rule of conjunctive combination or orthogonal sum. In the case of two distances D 1 and D 2 , the orthogonal sum is defined in the following way:
This allows to obtain propositions whose number of elements is lower than the initial ones and to associate them a piece of evidence. The final PE is thus more accurate. More explicitly, if one takes two basic belief assignments: Table 2 . The piece of evidence of each expression by the combination of results of the two distances is calculated by: 
A, B and C are expressions or subsets of expression. Conflicts, noted ∅, can appear in case of incoherent sources. In the scope of the presented application, the conflict corresponds to a configuration of distance states which does not appear in Table 1 . It comes from the fact that Ω is not exhaustive. The additional unknown expression or class of reject E 5 represents all these conflicts states ( Table 2) .
The decision is the ultimate step of the classification process. It consists in making a choice between various assumptions E i and their possible combinations. Making a choice means taking a risk, except if the result of the combination is perfectly reliable: m(E i )=1. Here, the accepted proposal is the one with maximum value of PE.
Bayesian Classifier
In this work, the data and the classes of the Bayesian classifier consist in the distance vectors and the facial expressions, respectively. The statistical models aim at modelling the probability density functions of the observation data for every class. Here, the probability density functions are defined as mixtures of 3 Gaussian components N(µ k, ,Σ k ):
where x and y denote the distance vector and the facial expression class, respectively. The parameters of these models, i.e. the mean vectors µ k , the covariance matrices Σ k and the mixing weights w k , are estimated in a Maximum Likelihood (ML) sense independently for every class. Since this problem is a missing data problem, it can be addressed by the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [9] . During recognition experiments, a distance vector is derived for every frame. Consecutive distance vectors are assumed to be statistically independent as well as the underlying class sequences. This vector is presented to each mixture of Gaussians and its likelihood score is computed. The vector is eventually assigned to the class corresponding to the mixtures of Gaussians with the highest likelihood score: 
HMM Classifier
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are widely used in many fields (e.g., automatic speech recognition) [10] where temporal (or spatial) dependencies are present in the data.
For the recognition of facial expressions, we adopt a 5-state HMM, one state per expression, whose topology is depicted in Fig. 5 . As can be seen, the HMM forces the state sequence to start in the neutral state (E 4 ), then can stay some times in either the joy state (E 1 ), the surprise state (E 2 ) or the disgust state (E 3 ). An unknown state (E 5 ) is also considered for representing any other expression. Such topology is practically realized by forcing some transition probabilities to zero. The state probability density functions are defined as mixtures of 3 Gaussian components. All the HMM parameters are estimated by an EM-style algorithm. Given some observation data, i.e.
Fig. 5. HMM classifier topology.
Branches between the first E 4 and the last E 4 should not be bi-directional. Besides, there should be only one E 4 state to which you loop back after leaving an expression state.
sequences of vectors of characteristics distances, and an initial estimate, the HMM parameters are refined using the Baum-Welch algorithm [10] . Note that its Viterbi approximation can be used as well. During the recognition experiments, a sequence of distance vectors is presented to the HMM. The most likely state sequence is searched by a Viterbi algorithm [10] . Hence, a state is assigned to every distance vector, equivalently an expression is assigned to every frame. Unlike for the Bayesian classifier, the state choice is not taken independently at each time instant but rather globally it is assumed that there exists some dependency between consecutive face classes. Such criterion allows to recover many errors of the Bayesian classifier.
Results and Discussion
Database
The Hammal-Caplier database is used for our experiments (21 subjects and 4 expressions) [1] . Each video recording starts and ends with a neutral state (for example Fig. 6 ). The sequences have been acquired during 5 seconds at 25 images/second.
For the expertise step of the BeT, 1170 frames (13 subjects and 4 expressions) of the HammalCaplier expertise database have been considered. All the frames of the expertise database are segmented and the five distances defined on Fig. 1 are computed and used in order to define the thresholds of section 3.3 and to build Table 1 .
In order to evaluate the robustness to different variations (gender, ethnicity, difference of expressions ,etc), the BeT system is tested on the Hammal-Caplier test database (630 frames for 8 subjects and 4 expressions).
For the HMM and Bayesian classifiers all the data of Hammal-Caplier database are used for the training step and the test is carried out by a 21-fold cross validation. It consists in taking the data from 20 out of 21 subjects for the training step and in using the data of the remaining subject for the test step. This process is repeated 21 times, considering a different test subject each time. The classification rate is the average over 21 results (Table 4) .
Results
Results of Belief Theory Classification. Table 3 presents the classification rates for the frames of the Hammal-Caplier test database. The correct expressions and the recognized expressions are given in the first column and the first row, respectively. Expressions E 1 (joy), E 2 (surprise) and E 4 (neutral) yield to good classification rates. On the contrary, the classification rate E 3 (disgust) is lower. This is due to individual variability (Fig. 7.a) and to the difficulty for a non actor people to simulate this expression (Fig. 7.b) . For E 1 , there is a high rate of total doubt between E 1 and E 3 : the system is sure that it is one of the two expressions but is not able to know which one. This has to be related to the definition of Table 1 with two possible different states for a given distance. In the HammalCaplier database, the unknown state E 5 often appears for intermediate frames where the person is neither in a neutral state, nor in a particular expression (Fig.7.c) .
In order to choose between joy and disgust in case of doubt, we add a post-processing state which takes into account information about transient features and mouth shape (Sect 2). Nasal root wrinkles ( Fig. 2.a) are characteristic for disgust. This is used to solve the problem of doubt between joy and disgust. In the case of absence of transient features, we use the ratio between length and width of the mouth (Fig. 2.b, 2. c). Our analysis shows that this ratio is larger than its value for the neutral expression in the case of joy and lower in the case of disgust. With the proposed postprocessing step the recognition rate for E 1 (joy) increases by 15% and E 1 ∪E 3 (joy-disgust) decreases by 17% (2% of false detection of disgust). We increase by 19% for E 3 (disgust) and E 1 ∪E 3 (joydisgust) decreases by 11% (5% of false detection of joy). Given the fact that the state of doubt joy-disgust is related to the rules defined in the Table 1 , it is not due to classification errors of the proposed system. It is thus possible to consider it as a good classification and to associate it to the corresponding expression which allows us to add their respecting rates leading to the results of the last row of Table 3 .
Results of Bayesian Theory and HMM. Classification rates of Bayesian classifier are lower than those of belief theory classifier (Table 4 left). The best results are those of the neutral expression. A very low rate of classification is noted on the whole set of expressions. This is due on the one hand to the fact that the Bayesian classifier assumes specific form of the statistical distributions of the classes, which may be a wrong assumption for our dataset and on the other hand to the lack of training data.
The classification rates of the HMM are comparable with those of the belief theory (Table 4  right) . Similarly the classification rates of disgust are better than those of joy, surprise and neutral. To model the unknown expression used in the BeT for the HMM and the Bayesian classifiers, we introduce an "unknown state" which gathers all the expressions that correspond to a set of configurations of distance states learned by the two systems as being unknown, contrary to the belief theory where the unknown expression corresponds to all the configuration of distances states unknown to the system. In other terms this is another finite set of facial expressions added to the four already defined ones and so does not contain all the possible facial configurations which can lead to classification errors. This is not the case for the belief theory which directly affects new configurations at unknown expression. The classification results of the three classifiers on the same data (characteristic distances) shows that the better results are obtained with the classifier based on BeT. In addition to its capacity of generalization, the use of the BeT emphasizes the fact that some expressions are not always dissociable (joy and disgust) and allows to recognize a mixture of facial expressions contrary to the HMM or Bayesian classifiers. For all these reasons we conclude that the BeT is better adapted to the problem of facial expressions recognition.
Conclusion
We present a method for classification of facial expressions based on the analysis of characteristic distances computed on skeletons of expression. The results of comparison with Bayesian Theory and HMM show that the best classification rates are those of the Belief Theory. To improve the results, we can increase the number and the quality of measurements, by taking into account the explicit information about the forms of contours of the skeletons of expression in addition to the characteristic distances and by taking into account the temporal evolution of measurements.
